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Anno BC: before CIF
Do we know how life was before the motor car?
Do we know (remember) how life was before CIF?
How were data & results transmitted?


Different labs used different software & instrumentation



No common format/content: a lot of manual effort



Potential for typographical errors



Mailed sheaves of paper, later floppy disks



How did we know everything was complete and correct?



Did we do Validation? Back then we had lots of time…



Publication took many months

The CIF breakthrough


Easy to follow original paper describing the CIF syntax and
defining many of the data items:

S.R. Hall, F.H. Allen, I.D. Brown, Acta Crystallogr. A47, 655 (1991)


Getting software developers on-board early was key



SHELXL-93 was very timely



1994: Adoption of the CIF standard for Acta Cryst. C submissions



1997: Beginning of automated validation: checkCIF



Current standard reference: International Tables Volume G

Validation – why do we need checkCIF?
checkCIF introduced by the IUCr in 1997
Ongoing development by Ton Spek in PLATON


Throughput of labs exploded in the CCD era; from 1994



Nice GUIs, but people often no longer look at output/log files



More non-experts determining structures



Help people avoid simple errors and oversights



Encourage maintenance of quality standards (best practice)



Increase publication success rate for authors (less revisions)



Decrease publication times for journals; no laborious manual
checking

What is validation?
Comparison against normally expected values or conditions


Are all the usual information and data present?



Do related or derived parameters match?



Are parameters consistent and logical?



Are there significant outliers?



Has the refinement converged?



Is the space group correct?



Are the assigned atom types correct?



etc, etc, etc…

Current checkCIF and PLATON tests


CIF syntax, missing information, data consistency and quality



Unit cell & space-group symmetry



(An)isotropic displacement parameters



Intramolecular & intermolecular contacts



Coordination-related issues



Solvent-accessible voids



Consistency of geometric parameters & s.u.s



Reflection data consistency, completeness, twinning



and much more…

checkCIF is…


A tool to help YOU…
— efficiently check your work

— avoid blunders
— follow best practice ideals
— achieve the best result possible


Not intended as a hurdle to make life tough



Not intended to hinder publication of correct results



Not intended to make you write long explanations for everything
– scientists always document (non-routine) experimental
procedures, don’t they…?



Also a useful tool for (knowledgeable) reviewers

Sources of outlier parameters


Incorrect structure (e.g. wrong space group or atom)



Unresolved feature (e.g. untreated disorder)



Non-optimal procedures (e.g. poor disorder modelling)



Artefact resulting from limited data quality



Special experimental conditions (document them)



A genuinely unusual observation – worthy of discussion!

Are validation and vigilance still needed?
Many avoidable mistakes still appear in submitted or published papers


Inexperience



Complacency



Ignoring (lesser) validation alerts



Do not understand alerts



Blind reliance on checkCIF – if there is no alert, it must be OK

Conversely, blind reliance by reviewers – if there is an alert, there
must be a problem


Automation


New generation of fully-automated diffractometers



Progress in automatic structure solution & refinement



Manufacturers promise:
“No or little crystallographic knowledge required”
“Routine small molecule structure determination is accessible
to students and scientists of other disciplines”

Automation







Drop in a crystal, push a button, sit back, and …

Pretty picture without further ado – if there are no alerts, it must
be OK, right?
Can a person with “no crystallographic knowledge” rely on that
(yet)?



Further checking of results seems
essential (e.g. element assignments)



If result is not expected molecule,
what then?

checkcif.iucr.org

PLAT244
PLAT244 Type_4 Test for unusually low solvent U(eq) as
compared with bonded neighbours
The U(eq) value of an atom is compared with the average U(eq)
for non-hydrogen atoms bonded to it. Large differences may
indicate that the wrong atom type was assigned (e.g. N instead of
O). False alarms may occur for terminal groups such as the t-butyl
moiety.

Alert indicators

380 ALERT 4 C Likely Unrefined X(sp2)-Methyl Moiety ...... C18
412 ALERT 2 C Short Intra XH3 .. XHn : H19B .. H30A = 1.81 Ang.
720 ALERT 4 C Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Label(s) .... 1

Alert numbers 1-5 indicate
the type of issue.

Alerts levels A, B, C indicate
the severity of the issue.
G is a general issue to
check, or information, not
necessarily an error.

Alert types
380 ALERT 4 C Likely Unrefined X(sp2)-Methyl Moiety ...... C18
412 ALERT 2 C Short Intra XH3 .. XHn : H19B .. H30A = 1.81 Ang.
720 ALERT 4 C Number of Unusual/Non-Standard Label(s) .... 1

ALERT Type 1

= CIF construction/syntax error,
inconsistent or missing data

ALERT Type 2

= Indicator that the structure
model may be wrong or deficient

ALERT Type 3

= Indicator that the structure quality
may be low

ALERT Type 4

= Improvement, methodology, query or
suggestion

ALERT Type 5

= Informative message, check

checkCIF alert levels
A

Serious – attention essential
Required item omitted, large deviation from
usually expected value, or inconsistent values

Alert A

No crystal dimensions have been given

Alert A

No _chemical_absolute_configuration info

Alert A

Atom C58A ADP max/min Ratio

Alert A

H…A calc 5.82(3); rep 1.915; dev 3.91 Å

Alert A

Space group symbol does not match sym. ops.

18.00

Alert levels
B

Significant – action needed?
Item is a significant or unexpected outlier

Alert B

The formula has elements in wrong order

Alert B

ADDSYM detects Cc to Fdd2 transformation

Alert B

Refined extinction parameter < 1.9s

Alert B

Structure contains VOIDS of 130.00 Å3

Alert levels
C

Outside expected norms – examine
May appear trivial, but do not dismiss out of hand
A long list may indicate subtle errors

Alert C

Moiety formula not given

Alert C

Short inter X...Y contact: O7...C1 = 2.96 Å

Alert C

Low U(eq) as compared to neighbours:

Alert C

D-H without acceptor N2–H2

C1
?

Alert C

Short inter X...Y contact: O7...C1 = 2.96 Å

Alert C

Low U(eq) as compared to neighbours:

Alert C

D-H without acceptor N2–H2

C1
?



Alert levels
G

General issues to check
Not necessarily an error
A reminder prompt, in case there is an oversight
Do the results concur with (chemical) expectation?

ALERT G
Atom count from _chemical_formula_sum: C46 H54 N4 O26 Ti1
Atom count from the _atom_site data:
C46 H41 N4 O26 Ti1
WARNING: H atoms missing from atom site list. Intentional?
ALERT_1_G Confirm the Absolute Configuration of C1:

S

Authors working with checkCIF
Crystal growth
Data Collection
Refinement
Structure analysis
Prepare CIF
Submit to checkCIF
Alerts present

Alerts not present

Resolve alerts

Submit to journal
Submission
processed normally

How to treat validation reports
 Procedure is straightforward


Give ALL alerts due consideration



Appreciate validation criteria



Criteria are based on normally expected
results from routine analyses



If not an oversight, why is your structure not routine?

 Benefits


Significantly reduces errors in results



Improves efficiency in the publication process

Still getting A (or B) alerts?



Is there a sound scientific basis for the outlier?



Insert Validation Response Form (VRF) into CIF



Use a brief, considered response if outlier justified



Avoid casual or circular responses



Show you understand the causes of the outlier



Explain why it is a true feature of the analysis



Also use _publ_exptl_refinement, _exptl_special_details or
_refine_special_details

# start Validation Reply Form
_vrf_DIFF020_final
;
PROBLEM: _diffrn_standards_interval_count and
RESPONSE: : Crystal decay evaluated by
SAINTPLUS. No decay detected
;
# end Validation Reply Form

Possible limits to validation



Test not (yet) implemented



Test not practical



Error not a validation issue



Mistake cannot be detected from data in CIF



Nonsense entries in the CIF

Vigilance – additional to validation


Does the structure make sense to you?



Does the structure look right and is it geometrically logical?



Must be able to rationalise structure with the expected or
plausible chemistry, etc.



Don’t force (restrain) a structure to be that which it is not.



Does the geometry agree with similar structures in databases?



Unusual geometry or other features are rarely a new property
– more likely to be the effect of an inadequacy of the model



Look critically at the output files (e.g. .lst file)

Misassigned element

Four related lactams. One is a “rarely seen imidic acid tautomer”

R = 0.059, wR2 = 0.177, S = 1.067

230_ALERT_2_B Hirshfeld Test Diff for O1 -- C2 .. 11.83 su
Peaks
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

list
0.54
0.28
0.26
0.25

1.07
0.77
0.73
0.76

O1
C3
C3
C10

Contoured difference maps are very useful – easy in PLATON

Refine as an amine

R = 0.046, wR2 = 0.117
(formerly R = 0.059)
No relevant alerts
Q1 0.22

0.77 C3

Now the chemist has work to do!

Consistency with known chemistry &
geometry – missing H atom
The issue raises only a G alert
343_ALERT_2_G Check sp? Angle Range
in Main Residue for .. C18

Largest peak: 0.84 e/Å3
H-atoms from diff. map and refined.
So one H was missed, but…
No mismatched formula!
Author claims that structure is fine because
there is no serious checkCIF alert
LOOK at and understand the structure AND the chemistry

Structure Factor Validation
What can fcf validation detect?


Mismatch between the data block names in the CIF and .fcf file



Mismatch between cell parameters in the CIF and .fcf file



The .fcf file is not from the refinement that produced the CIF



Incomplete updating of a CIF (e.g. weighting scheme)



Overlooked twinning



Atomic coordinates transformed, but not the Uij



Incorrect element assignment (supplements other tests)



Element reassignment without re-refining



Modifying atomic and displacement parameters in the CIF
(cheating!)

The .fcf file is not from the same refinement as the CIF

A water molecule was omitted from the refinement used to
generate the .fcf file, but the finished model is in the CIF
Reported
Rho(min) = -0.34, Rho(max) = 0.36 e/Ang**3 (From CIF)
Calculated Rho(min) = -1.18, Rho(max) = 10.08 e/Ang**3 (From CIF+FCF data)
w=1/[sigma**2(Fo**2)+(0.0393P)**2+ 0.0941P], P=(Fo**2+2*Fc**2)/3
R= 0.1442(
R= 0.2189(
R= 0.0329(

1215), wR2= 0.2787(
1215), wR2= 0.5046(
1215), wR2= 0.0800(

973_ALERT_2_A
971_ALERT_2_B
921_ALERT_1_A
922_ALERT_1_A
923_ALERT_1_A
925_ALERT_1_A
926_ALERT_1_A
927_ALERT_1_A
928_ALERT_1_A

1385), S = 4.255
(From CIF+FCF data)
1385), S = 7.612
(From FCF data only)
1385), S = 1.081, Npar= 126

Large Calcd. Positive Residual Density on
V1
Large Calcd. Non-Metal Positive Residual Density
R1 * 100.0 in the CIF and FCF Differ by .......
wR2 * 100.0 in the CIF and FCF Differ by .......
S
values in the CIF and FCF Differ by .......
The Reported and Calculated Rho(max) Differ by .
Reported and Calculated
R1 * 100.0 Differ by .
Reported and Calculated wR2 * 100.0 Differ by .
Reported and Calculated
S value
Differ by .

10.08 eA-3
3.14 eA-3
-18.60
-42.46
-6.53
9.72 eA-3
-11.13
-19.87
-3.17

Improper editing of a CIF


Atomic coordinates transformed through a symmetry operation
other than inversion, but not the Uij

– always re-refine and generate a new CIF, avoid piecemeal
cut/paste or hand-editing of the CIF itself.



Element reassignment without re-refining



Modifying atomic and displacement parameters in the CIF
(to hide things)
Such manipulations lead to mismatches of R-factors,
goodness-of-fit and residual electron density.

CIF is only as good as its user acceptance


CIF needs to be practical and transparent for users



“CIF is too hard to understand / use / edit / work with”





publCIF and enCIFer are very useful tools, but some authors
do not want to have to learn yet another program !!
Authors want to / are capable of using Word and only Word…



Is the average person dealing with structures less computer
savvy than 25 years ago?



After nearly 20 years, the text parts of Acta Cryst. C papers can
once again be submitted as Word documents

Proliferation of non-standard and
undocumented data-names
_shelx_estimated_absorpt_T_min
_shelx_estimated_absorpt_T_max
_shelx_res_file
_shelx_res_checksum
_shelx_hkl_file
loop_
_cell_oxdiff_twin_id
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_11
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_12
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_13
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_21
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_22
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_23
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_31
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_32
_cell_oxdiff_twin_matrix_33
1 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.000
2 -0.9999 -0.0001 0.0002 0.0023 -1.0005 -0.0017 0.6363 -0.0011 0.995

Responsibilities of COMCIFS?


Actively encourage software developers to adopt CIF or remain with
standard CIF dictionary items



Maintenance of the CIF standard must be ongoing



CIF items and their definitions need to be kept up to date with
developments in the field (e.g. twinning, SQUEEZE). Proper validation
without items for now frequently used procedures is difficult.



Existing CIF definitions for small molecules need a careful overhaul
after 20 years good service (e.g. “absorption” items)



Timely inclusion of new items that cater to 98% of cases is better than
extended discussions over the last 2%

Summary
•

CheckCIF is a tool for authors, practitioners and reviewers

•

Be vigilant – do not rely solely on checkCIF

•

Structure factor validation is also very important

•

We couldn’t do this without a data interchange standard – CIF

For proper review, referees need the fcf files!
How many journals require their submission?

How many wrong structures are missed because a journal
does not require structure factor submission?

checkCIF development: Ton Spek (Utrecht) & Mike Hoyland (IUCr Chester office)

